“I wanted objects that have longevity and relevance,” says former trend
forecaster Mo Clancy. Her solution? Nomade Exquis, a curated grouping
of rare fashion finds that are sold via private trunk shows. The red-haired
beauty’s first collection was snapped up by celebs Mandy Moore and
Goldie Hawn. This season, Clancy has gathered over 75 spectacular pieces
of avant-garde jewelry from the ’50s, ’60s and ’70s, including biomorphic
forms by Finnish artist Jorma Laine, classic examples of Brutalism by
Robert Larin and chunky works of organic modernism by Betty Cooke
and Art Smith. Barneys will be selling 20 of the pieces (priced from $300$3,000) exclusively. The rest are available via private appointment or
Nomade Exquis’ online boutique. –Elizabeth Khuri Chandler

GYPSY SOUL
Clancy in her
West Hollywood
home. Inset, left to
right: Pewter and
turquoise Robert
Larin cuff; a ring
by Finnish designer
Pentti Sarpaneva.

Bedazzled! L.A.-based jewelry designer Irene
Neuwirth, whose celeb following includes
Angelina, Halle and Katie, has unearthed
a new jewel this season: fashion designer
and fellow CFDA finalist Richard Chai.
The new duo gets geometric with their first
jewelry collab, featuring plush tassel earrings
($15,500) and intricate labradorite brooches
($4,818). They’re not the only ones teaming
up. Bensoni’s playful pairing with Bing
Bang designer Anna Sheffield resulted in
rock ‘n’ roll-inspired pieces, while Parisian
furrier turned fashion house J. Mendel
conspired with Subversive’s Justin Giunta
to create rebellious silk boudin, chain and
stone necklaces. And Obama inaugural gown
designer Jason Wu enlisted fashionista fave
Philip Crangi to create antiqued silver and
brass spike beads with rhinestones (from
$500–$1,460), available at Bergdorf ’s.
–Kate Parham

Irene Neuwirth’s tassel
earrings ($15,500) on
Richard Chai model.

J. Mendel &
Justin Giunta
necklace ($795).

A Glove and Beyond!

FRENCH TWIST From left: The Spider glove
($165); Sally and Michel Perrin.
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Before Madonna and Michael
Jackson, gloves not only had fingers
and came in pairs—they were also
a must for every well-bred woman.
Perrin Paris 1893, the family-run
fashion house known for its fine
mitts, aims to bring back these glory
days with its first U.S. flagship store,
set to open in Beverly Hills this
month. The brainchild of Michel
and Sally Perrin, the 1,200-squarefoot space was entrusted to Chahan
Minassian, the interior architect who
decorated the couple’s 1950s Victor
Gruen home on Coldwater. Inspired
by French designer Jean-Michel

Frank, Minassian created a 1940s
boutique draped in luscious fabric
from ceiling to floor (in the fashion
house’s warm signature taupe) with
chandeliers twinkling above. “We
want to exemplify the creation of
a luxury brand,” says Michel. The
store will feature Perrin Paris’ twoyear-old line of luxury handbags—
each showcased alongside an avantgarde glove—as well as debut lines
of leather jewelry and men’s bags.
Also getting in on the action? The
Perrins’ beautiful eldest daughter,
Chloé, who will be the face of their
fall ad campaign. –Terrie Lin
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